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Executive SummaryExecutive Summary

Background

In 1995 the Education Department of Western Australia (EDWA) operated about

770 government schools which provided education to nearly 250 000 students.

The 1994–95 cost of the Government Schools Education Program was $1.0 billion

dollars.

In 1994 expenditure directly managed by public schools totalled $92.3 million.

About 60 per cent of this funding comes to schools directly through EDWA’s system

of school grants, with the balance comprising moneys raised by way of school fees

and charges, investment earnings, fund raising activities, and donations. Schools

also had responsibility for managing assets valued at over $260 million dollars in

1995.

Since 1987 EDWA has been moving away from a centralised management model

towards a system characterised by increased capacity for school self management.

A cornerstone to this change was EDWA’s 1987 report, ‘Better Schools in Western

Australia’ which set the goals, strategies, and timetable for this new approach to

school administration.

Implementation of the ‘Better Schools’ report has now progressed to the point

where significant aspects of educational planning, and financial management have

been transferred to schools. Central office retains responsibilities for central policy

decisions including curriculum, accountability arrangements as well as staffing and

resourcing.

This report examines how well government schools are discharging their financial

responsibilities, and identifies factors affecting the quality of financial management

in schools.
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Overall Findings
and Conclusions

The examination found inconsistent application of sound financial management

practices in the 53 schools studied. While EDWA’s policies and instructions provide

sufficient guidance on most financial management matters, many schools were

nevertheless experiencing problems:

Significant divergence was found in some key areas from sound financial

management practices. Only 39 per cent of the schools studied consistently

met the requirement to obtain or document purchase quotations; only 12 per

cent met all desired asset management practices; and only 47 per cent of schools

had a planned approach to the allocation of funds to replace assets. Implications

include: purchases not made at best prices; under utilised, lost or stolen assets;

assets not properly insured; and shortage of funds to replace existing assets.

Risk of schools overcommitting funds to leasing arrangements with a

consequence of less efficient use of school funds or difficulty in meeting

obligations.

Collection rates for secondary school fees has been observed to vary between

70 and 95 percent of the total fees due. Given that fees constitute a considerable

portion of school income (often around 50 per cent), low collection rates have

implications for a school’s capacity to provide planned services. The legal and

moral difficulties schools face in collecting fees has resulted in schools asking

for a greater degree of support and guidance on this matter.

The quality of financial management in some schools is affected by skill

shortages, problems accessing training, workload difficulties, and making

effective use of financial systems. This is a concern particularly given the

likelihood of a further transfer of central office functions to schools.

However, the examination found that where sufficient incentive, guidance and

support was given, schools performed well. For example, EDWA’s Utilities

Management Program has achieved substantial annual savings by devolving the

management of energy costs to individual schools. Some concern though was raised

about the way savings are calculated, and the potential for inequitable distribution

of these savings back to schools.
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EDWA monitors and assesses the standard of schools’ financial management

primarily through contracted school audits. The examination concluded that school

audits provide reasonable coverage and assurance, though potential for

improvements were identified. These include a need to better direct audit work at

specific local risks, and better transactions coverage to minimise the risk of unreliable

findings and undetected fraud.

An opportunity to improve the audit outcome was also identified. At the time of

examination, only 38 per cent of the audit issues raised at the 53 schools studied

had been followed up by either Principals or Registrars. As a consequence, only 9

per cent of these schools had resolved all matters outstanding from their most

recent audit.

A financial issue affecting one particular school may initially be viewed as an isolated

incident. However, with system wide analysis the problem may be found relevant

to many schools. For instance, systemic analysis undertaken during this examination

found that 90 per cent of schools studied had not reported in their School

Development Plans whether they had achieved their previous year’s objectives.

The examination found that there is insufficient systemic evaluation and reporting

of the financial management practices of schools. This limits EDWA’s ability to

identify and resolve system wide issues.

See Appendix 1 for a summary report card on the quality of financial management

in WA government schools.

Summary of Recommendations

EDWA should address the capacity and support needs of schools, before

further transfer of functions from central office takes place.

EDWA should act to ensure sound financial management practices in schools,

particularly in the areas of purchasing, asset management and asset

replacement.

Government and EDWA should address school concerns about, and non

compliance with, school fee policy.
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EDWA should improve accountability for public funds and school

performance by:

ensuring schools comply with the requirement to report performance

indicators in their School Development Plans;

improving school audit practices through:

using a more risk based approach to planning of school audits;

better coverage of transactions and documentation of evidence;

ensuring District Superintendents and schools resolve identified

audit issues; and

making greater use of systemic analysis.
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Background

The Government Schools Education Program

In 1995 the Education Department of Western Australia (EDWA) operated about

770 government schools which provided education to nearly 250 000 students. A

further 75 000 students attended non-government schools. The 1994–95 cost of

the Government Schools Education Program was $1.0 billion dollars.

The main types of government schools in Western Australia (WA) are: primary

(kindergarten to year 7); district high (kindergarten to year 10); secondary (years 8

to 12); and education support (e.g. for intellectually or physically challenged

students). In addition, there are a limited number of other types of schools such as

senior campuses, agricultural colleges, and schools of the air.

Schools vary in size from small primary schools with as few as ten children, one

full-time teacher plus a budget of $20 000; to large secondary schools with more

than 1 500 children, over 100 staff and turnover approaching $1 million dollars.

Every school is assigned to an education district headed by a District Superintendent.

Each superintendent has responsibility for between 16 and 38 schools and from

2 200 to over 20 000 students. There are 29 school districts in WA.

In 1994 the general funds expenditure directly managed by public schools totalled

$92.3 million (about 9 per cent of the total budget for the Government Schools

Education Program). About 60 per cent of this funding ($56.5 million) comes from

EDWA’s system of school grants, with the balance comprising moneys raised by

way of school fees and charges, interest earned on bank accounts and investments,

fund raising activities, donations, and contributions from Parents & Citizens

Associations (P & Cs). Schools also had responsibility for the stewardship of assets

with an insured value of over $260 million dollars in 1995.

Devolution of Decision-Making Authority and Financial
Management to Schools

Until the early 1970s, public schooling in Australia was characterised by highly

centralised administration and financial control. Such an approach was

understandable given the needs of a geographically dispersed population, and
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prevailing views regarding the importance of having a standardised curriculum and

teaching methodologies.1

The 1970s and 1980s saw education departments across Australia under increasing

pressure to devolve decision-making authority and funding to schools. Forces driving

this change included:

The Commonwealth Schools Commission;

The effects of recessionary pressures and the financial difficulties faced by

state governments;

The belief that school-based management would lead to a greater diversity in

schooling with enhanced opportunities for public choice and competition

between schools;

The recognition that teaching and learning strategies must be adapted to suit

the needs of individual students;

A growing trend towards involving teachers and parents in educational decision-

making; and

The belief that the quality of public education could be improved by freeing

up schools from any unnecessary constraints imposed by central educational

authorities.

EDWA’s 1987 report, ‘Better Schools in Western Australia’ set the goals, strategies,

and timetable for the implementation of devolution in WA.

In 1994 the WA Government established the ‘Ministerial Independent Assessment

Group on Devolution’. The Assessment Group’s report concluded that giving schools

control over funds previously administered centrally has been met with considerable

approval (e.g. from individual schools, the primary and secondary school Principals’

associations, and P & Cs). The Group recommended that further devolution should

occur, provided funds could be used to good effect, and schools were given the

support they needed to meet the additional responsibilities without detriment to

their educational programs.

1 adapted from: Caldwell, B. 1993, Decentralising The Management of Australia’s Schools, National

Industry Education Forum, Melbourne.
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Devolution has now proceeded to the point where significant aspects of educational

planning, administration, and financial management, have been devolved to schools.

Central office retains responsibilities for central policy decisions including

curriculum, accountability arrangements as well as staffing and resourcing.

The preconditions for successfully implementing devolution and the expected

benefits of this strategy have been summarised in Figure 1. See Appendix 2 for an

outline of the critical success factors for the devolution of financial management

to schools.

Figure 1: A framework for devolution in education
Source: OAG

Examination Focus
and Approach

The objective of the examination was to assess how well government schools are

discharging their financial responsibilities, and to identify factors affecting the

quality of financial management in schools.

The scope of the examination included assessing 53 schools (23 primary and 30

secondary) in metropolitan and country regions. It also covered the role of EDWA’s

central office in coordinating and supporting financial management in schools.
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OUTCOMESOUTCOMES

LOW LEVELLOW LEVEL
OUTCOMESOUTCOMES

55

44

33

22

11

More effective
educational programs
and improved student

outcomes

Better management of schools e.g. more
responsive, efficient and accountable

Greater flexibility in resource usage (within central office
guidelines) and greater staff commitment at schools

Devolution of decision-making authority and accountability requirements

to schools (within the boundaries of central policy frameworks)

Sufficient institutional capacity to implement change e.g. structures, systems
and resources are congruent with the requirements of devolution
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The methodology used for the examination was derived from the program

management framework adopted by the Western Australian public sector in the

1980s. This approach focuses on achieving Government Policy objectives at the

lowest practical cost by requiring managers to: strategically ‘plan’ what is to be

achieved and the best way of doing it; allocating ‘resources’ to priority activities;

‘implementing’ operations in a way consistent with established policies and

guidelines; and finally ‘evaluating and reporting’ the success or otherwise of agency

programs and taking corrective action when appropriate.

This management framework and the applied examination approach is illustrated

in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The program management cycle and examination approach

Source: OAG

Identify and assess
centrally held data on

school financial
management, interview

key staff
PLANNINGPLANNING

RESOURCINGRESOURCING

IMPLEMENTINGIMPLEMENTING

EVALUATINGEVALUATING
 & REPORTING & REPORTING

Review of history,
policies, plans,
guidelines and

discussions with
key staff

Collect information on
the provision of

resources and support
services to schools

Visit 53 schools to conduct
interviews, and assess
financial practices, Also

conduct a mail survey of all
 WA schools – 579 responded
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Conclusion

EDWA’s policies and instructions provide sufficient guidance to schools on

most matters pertaining to financial management.

Findings

EDWA has progressively implemented a policy of devolution since 1987 resulting
in an increased transfer of funding to schools. For example, in 1989 $21 million
was paid into schools’ bank accounts by way of school grants. By 1994 the total of
school grants had increased to $57 million with total funds managed by schools
amounting to some $92 million.

In managing their financial operations, schools are subject to the guiding influences
of: EDWA’s policy and procedural requirements; the amount and sources of school
income; the level and nature of support services available to schools; and financial
accountability and reporting requirements. This guiding framework is illustrated
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Framework for schools’ financial management.
Source: OAG
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SUPPORTING IMPLEMENTATIONSUPPORTING IMPLEMENTATION
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District Superintendents
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(provision of training and advice)

Professional development activities

EVALUATING ANDEVALUATING AND
REPORTINGREPORTING
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School Financial Services Branch

School Grants Section

Internal Audit

District Superintendents
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EDWA’s central office has responsibility for setting the policy framework, including

curriculum and financial policy. Central office has also retained responsibility for

school grant allocations, some asset allocation decisions, capital equipment and

staffing. Schools in turn are responsible for the efficient and effective delivery of

educational services within the boundaries of central policies.

The examination did not include a rigorous assessment of the adequacy of this

framework, but a number of issues were identified, aspects of which are considered

later in the report. These include:

the extent to which EDWA’s strategic and operational planning is based upon

an understanding of how well schools are performing financially; and

the extent to which resourcing of schools is based on a current assessment of

their needs and EDWA’s strategic priorities.

The policy framework for financial management in schools is based upon the

Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 (FAAA). Although schools have

increasing discretion as to how they allocate their funds, they must still comply

with the FAAA and EDWA’s own policies which provide specific instructions to

schools in the areas of:

accounting systems and control;

accounting for revenue and expenditure;

accounting for assets and liabilities;

trading activities;

financial statements; and

miscellaneous matters.

The examination found that these policies provided sufficient guidance on most

matters pertaining to school financial management.
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Conclusion

The quality of financial management in some schools is being affected by

skills shortages, workload difficulties, making effective use of financial

systems, and problems accessing training.

Findings

Human Resources

The devolution of financial resources and responsibility to schools has had a

significant impact on the roles and responsibilities of administrative staff. In

particular, Registrars, as the key administrative staff at schools, now have greater

responsibility.

Registrars in secondary schools are normally Level 3 ($31 000 – $34 000 p.a. salary)

or Level 4 ($35 000 – $37 000 p.a.) full-time public servants. At the larger high

schools, Registrars are assisted by a team of school officers. In comparison, primary

schools Registrars are Level 2 staff ($27 000 – 31 000 p.a.) who work standard school

hours only.

The duties of Registrars vary widely, particularly in primary schools. They can

include: accountant; secretary; receptionist; message carrier; and sick room

supervisor. In the 1980s, when many of the current Registrars were originally

appointed, the job requirements were far less complex. However, today Registrars

particularly those in secondary schools, require an understanding of advanced

accounting principles and computer systems.

It is not strongly apparent that EDWA has recognised the impact of devolution on

the skill requirements of Registrars. For instance, Registrar Job Description Forms

have remained essentially the same over the last five years, despite significant

changes in their duties and responsibilities. However, the increased complexity

has been recognised in the selection criteria, with accountancy qualifications now

a desired requirement for new Registrars at secondary schools.
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Appointment of Registrars and support staff to schools is in accordance with an

administrative staffing formula largely based on student enrolments and the type

of school. For example, a small primary school will have a part-time Registrar only,

while a secondary school could have a full-time Registrar plus three to four support

staff.

The staffing formula was last reviewed in 1993 but did not lead to any change in

the formula for secondary schools. However, the review does not appear to have

been based on the administrative tasks that need to be performed, the time required

to complete them or the effect further devolution would have on support staff

responsibilities. Another review of the staffing formula is planned for 1998.

Evidence at some of the 53 schools visited suggested that workloads or staffing

levels may be impacting on school operations. For instance:

a few schools had resorted to employing additional clerical staff over and above

the number allocated to them by central office. Payment of these staff was

made from the school’s own general funds thereby impacting on the direct

educational services and facilities those schools could provide;

Registrars and their assistants claimed that they were frequently working

overtime;

one senior high school had four different Registrars in a year; and

schools generally attributed non compliance with good financial management

practices to a lack of resources.

The examination’s scope did not extend to evaluating support staff productivity.

However, in the 53 schools visited, Principals were generally concerned about the

level of administrative support services in their school. In a state-wide mail survey

of schools conducted for this examination, 70 per cent of Principals believed that

the current administrative staff level was inadequate, and 82 per cent said that the

number of support staff available had not kept pace with devolution.

Financial Systems

The key tool that schools require for the management of their finances is a financial

accounting package. In most schools the volume and complexity of transactions

necessitate that this be computer based. The examination found that schools have

only gradually adopted the essential administrative and accounting packages they

need for proper management of school finances.

Administrative Staffing
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Up until the late 1980s, the management of schools finances was based entirely

upon manual accounting systems. This began to change in 1988 when EDWA

announced that all schools would be using its preferred computer-based

administration and accounting system (MAZE) by the end of 1989. However,

implementation has been slow, and as of July 1996, 105 of the smaller primary

schools were still not on MAZE.

The implementation of MAZE across all schools has been delayed primarily because

of cost. While all schools are provided with the MAZE software free of charge, only

secondary schools received the associated computer hardware for free. Primary

schools were required to purchase the hardware from their own resources.

EDWA remains committed to having all schools operating on the MAZE system. To

achieve this it has set aside funds to provide the remaining primary schools with

the hardware they need to install MAZE by the end of 1996.

Training and Support for Schools

School administrative staff receive most of their training and advice on financial

management from EDWA’s Schools Financial Advisory Service (SFAS). More formal

training for Registrars and school officers is available through TAFE, which in 1996

introduced a nationally accredited Perth-based course for school Registrars.

Support services provided by SFAS include:

the issue of policy/procedure manuals and booklets providing guidance on the

management of school finances;

a two day visit to schools to install MAZE, and to provide Registrars with initial

training in its use;

two to three follow-up school visits for new MAZE users;

additional visits to schools to implement any additional MAZE modules required

(e.g. assets, resources, debtors, creditors, budgeting);

the provision of training courses in financial management;

a telephone Helpline, with a detailed recording of the subject matter of

incoming calls; and

a set of written guidelines for dealing with common financial management

questions/problems that can be immediately faxed to schools in response to a

query.

MAZE
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SFAS’s top priorities include new MAZE installations, the delivery of training

programs, and responding to Helpline queries. To service WA’s 770 metropolitan

and country schools, the SFAS has seven positions, though only five have been

filled over the last two years.

In response to the examination’s survey, 65 per cent of Principals said that the

Schools Financial Advisory Service was ‘accessible and helpful’. However, various

problems with training and support services were evident at the schools visited

and surveyed:

administrative staff at remote schools stated that it was generally too costly

and inconvenient to attend training sessions in Perth, (although EDWA advises

that training sessions are also regularly held outside of Perth);

staff at small schools advised that they were often unable to attend training

courses because relief staff could not be found;

half of the schools visited had not yet received the follow up training visit that

went with implementation of MAZE, (EDWA advised that these visits are

undertaken on a prioritised basis);

schools that were not yet MAZE users received no training or support;

Registrars indicated that they relied significantly on their own Registrar

networks, and that this was often their first point of contact for solving

problems. A clear risk from this form of information sharing is that it could

perpetuate incorrect practices;

school visits indicated that a significant proportion of primary and high school

Registrars (30 per cent and 26 per cent respectively) were experiencing

difficulties with one or more aspects of their duties. Such individuals tended

to complete tasks by following lists of written instructions without actually

understanding the nature and significance of the task in question; and

72 per cent of Principals surveyed stated that they had not received adequate

training in accounting and financial management, (EDWA advised that only

recently have Principals asked for assistance in this area).

Recommendation

EDWA should address the capacity and support needs of schools, before

further transfer of functions from central office takes place.

Training
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Conclusions

Divergence from sound financial management practices is common in

schools. Concerns include purchasing practices, asset management and asset

replacement.

Because fees are an important source of income, low collection rates can

significantly impact on the provision of planned services. The legal and moral

difficulties schools face in collecting fees has resulted in calls for greater

support and guidance.

EDWA’s Utilities Management Program has resulted in significant financial

savings in schools. However, the way in which savings are calculated has the

potential for financial inequities between schools .

Findings

School Principals and Registrars are responsible for managing school resources

within EDWA’s policy framework. Visits were made to 53 government schools to

assess how well schools are implementing financial management policies and

procedures, and to assess the general quality of their financial operations, key aspects

of which include:

School Decision Making Groups;

School Finance Committees;

resource planning;

the collection of fees and charges;

purchasing; and

asset management.
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Fees and Charges

In principle, government schooling in WA is free of charge. In practice, parents

contribute to school costs in a variety of ways, such as the payment of school course

fees, donations to P & Cs, payment for school camps and excursions, the purchase of

items on school booklists, and contributions to a variety of special events.

School fees and charges are an important source of revenue for schools. In some

secondary schools fees now exceed the value of the school grant. In 1994 secondary

schools collected $14.4 million in student fees and received $18.3 million in school

grants.

In 1996, secondary schools could charge up to $225 for students undertaking the

standard curriculum in years 8 to 10, and whatever amount was considered

appropriate for years 11 and 12 and for special programs such as music, sport and

performing arts. In contrast, primary schools are allowed to charge up to $9 per

child per year, a fee that has remained constant since 1972.

School fees cannot be considered the same as an enforceable debt. These fees are a

voluntary contribution by parents, with schools having no legal basis to compel

payment. In spite of their voluntary nature, schools depend on these fees to fund

their operations.

Many of the secondary schools visited advised that collecting fees is a major problem.

Surveys undertaken by EDWA indicate that secondary schools are collecting between

70 per cent to about 95 per cent of the total fees due to them. Whether a school is

successful in collecting the fees appears due as much to the collection processes

used by the school as to the socio-economic standing of parents.

EDWA policy on the collection of fees and charges states that students wishing to

undertake special courses but unwilling ‘to meet any additional charges must be

allowed to take such courses without disadvantage’ … and … ‘principals are

asked to be particularly sensitive to the difficulties encountered by many parents

in meeting school charges and to keep costs to a minimum. Provision should

also be made for time payment, and for other extended credit facilities in case

of hardship. Only after every reasonable effort to obtain payment has been

made, should the use of debt collectors be considered’. ‘Engagement of a debt

collection firm is conditional upon agreement that no court action is to be taken

in the recovery of school fees or charges.’
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In practice, primary and secondary schools take a variety of approaches to the

collection of fees. Examples from the 53 schools visited varied from placing reminder

notices in the school newsletter, to:

allowing parents to pay fees by instalments;

sending parents up to seven reminder letters, each more strongly worded than

the last;

requiring payment in advance before students commence special courses;

using private bookshops as de-facto collection agents;

pseudo-legal letters and warnings that credit agencies may be informed if

payment was not forthcoming;

referrals to private debt collection agencies; and

withholding student reports for the non-payment of fees.

EDWA’s 1995 Schools Division report into school fees identified the collection

methods used by schools as a concern to many in the community. This study found

that parents were concerned that some students are missing out on higher charge

subjects such as music, drama, photography and metalwork, because of their parents

inability to pay the required fees; and the methods used by some schools to collect

outstanding fees are threatening or oppressive and discriminate against those

students whose charges have not been paid.

A few Principals commented on the workings of the Commonwealth Government’s

Secondary Assistance Scheme. This scheme provides allowances for pensioners

and health care card holders towards the cost of their children’s school fees and

clothing. In some circumstances these allowances are paid directly to the school,

but in others the funding is sent directly to families, who it is alleged may not

always use the money to pay school related fees and expenses. One school claimed

that local government welfare officers were advising financially-stressed families

to defer the payment of school fees as their collection is not enforceable. One high

school Registrar advised that he has refused to pay the primary school fees for his

own children.

The examination of the 53 schools identified a number of matters related to setting

fees that were of concern. Many of the same matters were also identified in the

1995 Schools Division report. These include:

some primary schools were charging more than the allowable $9 maximum

fee;
$

Fees
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booklist charges vary widely across primary schools (from less than $30 to

more than $90);

most secondary schools are charging the $225 maximum fee for standard

courses with considerably higher fees being charged for some elective courses;

EDWA has no formal method for establishing the actual costs of individual

courses, and schools are not required to explain to parents the basis of any

charges; and

although schools are required to send parents individual itemised lists of fees

and charges, EDWA’s computerised accounting system (MAZE) does not have a

debtors ledger (a debtors module was developed three years ago but has only

been trialed at two schools). Only 5 of the 53 schools visited could provide

figures on the total funds due to be collected from school fees, and the value

of any such fees currently outstanding.

Principals are generally dissatisfied with the arrangements for student charges.

Survey responses indicate that 72 per cent of Principals disagreed with the statement

that ‘School fees are adequate’; 76 per cent agreed that ‘School fees should be

compulsory’; and 71 per cent indicated that ‘Schools should be given clearer advice

on payment methods, sanctions for non-payment and debt collection’.

Similar results were found by EDWA in their own study:

Principals believe that EDWA should regulate charges for years 11 and 12

because most students now progress to these non-compulsory years; and

a perceived lack of support and guidance from their central office about how

to best deal with unpaid fees.

Purchasing

EDWA provides schools with clear policies and guidelines on purchasing and leasing,

key elements of which are:

staff authorised to sign acquisition forms must ensure that:

sufficient funds are available to meet the cost of the acquisition;

goods and services are received as ordered; and

prompt payment is made to suppliers;
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quotations shall be obtained from potential suppliers for the supply of goods

and services (written quote requirements commence at $5 000 and become

more exacting as the amount increases); and

before a school commits itself to a leasing arrangement it should undertake a

thorough examination of both yearly and total lease commitments.

The examination identified two aspects of school purchasing practices of concern:

significant purchases being made without evidence of quotations having been

obtained; and the potential for schools to overcommit to leasing arrangements.

Obtaining quotes to ensure acquisition at reasonable cost is a fundamental

requirement of good purchasing practice to promote economy, probity and due

accountability. Of the schools visited only 39 per cent consistently complied with

the requirement to obtain and document quotations.

Leasing is becoming an increasingly popular method for schools to acquire assets

without the need to commit the full purchase price in one up-front payment. While

leasing may be an attractive short term response to funding shortages, the total

cost of a leased item over its useful life will generally be higher than the purchase

price. Thus, extensive use of leasing may, in the long term, result in less efficient

use of school funds.

EDWA has helpful guidelines covering lease arrangements. These emphasise the

importance of schools undertaking a careful and sometimes complex evaluation of

the costs and benefits before entering into a lease contract. However, the

examination identified a lack of appropriate skills in many schools to make such

decisions. Furthermore, most schools have insufficient funds set aside to meet the

future cost of replacing their assets. Taken together these findings indicate a risk

that schools may commit excessive proportions of school funds to lease

arrangements.

Whilst EDWA maintains that leasing decisions are the prerogative of schools, it is a

concern that there is no systemic monitoring and analysis of the sustainability of

leasing practices. Without such analysis, there is some risk that Government will

need to provide schools with additional funds to meet commitments.
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Utility Costs in Schools

Utility costs such as electricity, gas, water and telephones account for a significant

proportion of the non-salary expenditures of government schools. Proper control

of these costs is essential for good financial management.

In the late 1980s, EDWA became increasingly concerned about rising school

expenditures on gas and electricity charges. In 1989–90 for example, EDWA

experienced a 10 per cent overrun of its $21 million utilities budget.

In 1990 EDWA established a Utilities Management Program (UMP) with the following

goals:

to reduce expenditure on electricity and gas;

to reduce the rate at which non-renewable fossil fuels like gas, oil and coal

were being used; and

to help protect the environment by reducing the emission of the greenhouse

gases that are produced when electricity is generated.

UMP was initially trialed by schools in the far north with the program expanding to

metropolitan schools in 1993. By mid 1996, 660 schools had voluntarily joined the

program. From 1997 UMP will be compulsory in all WA schools.

Once a school has joined the UMP scheme, responsibility for the budgeting of energy

costs and for the payment of energy, water and telecommunication bills is

transferred from EDWA’s central office to the individual school. Schools are provided

with advice on how to reduce their energy consumption, minor works are carried

out to improve their energy efficiency, and audits of school energy use are

undertaken to identify consumption baselines.

To identify savings, an electricity and gas consumption baseline is calculated using

the average of the school’s annual consumption since 1989 with some adjustment

for any new buildings etc. At year end, the school’s consumption is compared to

this fixed baseline and any reduction in consumption is converted into a dollar

value (at current costs). Thirty-five per cent of savings are returned to the school,

15 per cent are put in an ‘equity’ fund for distribution to all schools, and the

remaining 50 per cent is used by EDWA to fund UMP.
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UMP has been reported as delivering significant benefits. The 1994–95 annual report

of the Office of Energy showed EDWA to be the only WA government department

to have achieved significant energy savings, with a reduction of 6.6 per cent in

consumption (the next best agency had savings of 0.3 per cent). UMP also gained

national recognition when it won a National Energy Award in 1994 for initiatives

in energy conservation by a government agency.

The Utilities Management Branch estimates that UMP will deliver $3 million in

annual savings against the baseline when all WA schools have joined the program.

Once implementation is complete, the program is expected to require only two

central office staff to monitor the scheme, renegotiate baselines and continue to

promote savings.

Explanations for reductions achieved in school energy usage include the discovery

of billing mistakes, the installation of energy efficient equipment, and improvements

in energy practices such as turning off costly air-conditioning equipment which

previously ran 24 hours a day.

The survey of Principals found good support for the program amongst schools,

with 68 per cent of Principals advising that UMP is worthwhile (see Appendix 3 for

an outline of the factors leading to UMP’s success).

While UMP has been successful in reducing energy consumption, the examination

identified concerns about the method in which EDWA calculates energy savings.

UMP savings are calculated using a fixed baseline derived from pre-program

consumption levels (except for minor adjustments due to changes in facilities or

equipment). This method over estimates EDWA’s total savings in energy use by

claiming ‘one-off’ savings as ongoing savings. A more appropriate baseline would

be one based upon the use of a 3–5 year moving average, or alternatively to update

a school’s baseline every 3–5 years based upon their latest consumption patterns.

The Utilities Management Branch is aware of this issue, and are planning that by

the year 2000 all schools will have their consumption baselines updated once every

three years.

Another aspect of UMP that is a concern is its potential to lead to inequities between

schools. Because of the way baselines are calculated, an inefficient school that can

reduce and hold its energy consumption below its baseline will be credited every

subsequent year with savings. The scheme yields such schools a recurrent windfall,

Good Practice
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sometimes exceeding $20 000 a year. However, schools that were efficient energy

users prior to joining the program have less scope for further savings, and are in

effect being penalised for their previous good practices. See Figures 4 and 5 for

hypothetical examples.

Figure 4: Inefficient energy user credited with large savings
Source: OAG

Figure 5: Efficient energy user credited with minimal savings
Source: OAG
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EDWA’s plans to modify the way in which the baselines are calculated should reduce

any financial inequities between schools.

Asset Management

Over the past 20 years schools have become increasingly ‘asset rich’ as teaching

methodologies and technology have evolved. School assets now commonly include

library materials, TVs, video recorders, cameras, CD players, computers, mobile

phones, photocopiers, faxes, and lawn mowers. The estimated value (for insurance

purposes) of government school-based assets, consumables and inventories was

over $260 million in June 1995.

The risk of theft, damage or inefficient use of such resources requires schools to

implement proper asset management practices. The risk from theft or burglary

alone is significant with 1 222 insurance claims in 1994–95. Other risks arise from

inaccurate recording of asset value for insurance purposes, or from equipment being

misplaced and therefore under-utilised.

Policies and guidelines to schools on how to manage their assets are clear and

sufficient. The FAAA gives specific requirements for the accounting and recording

of government owned assets. These have been supplemented by EDWA’s own

policies and guidelines which include:

asset registers must be maintained for all acquisitions costing $1 000 or more

and with an expected useful life of at least two years;

lower cost items must be recorded on a resources list (for schools not operating

MAZE, a combined assets and resources list is permitted);

a separate listing of library books and materials should be maintained;

records should also be kept of consumables, inventories and works of art; and

annual stocktakes should be undertaken by at least two persons.

In spite of these guidelines, the examination found that only 12 per cent of schools

visited were complying with all asset management requirements. Of particular

concern was the unreliability of asset registers.

Good stewardship requires that assets are recorded and marked when received,

that they are put to effective use and that their locations, including loans to staff or

students, are tracked. In addition, asset values should be recorded and written
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down using depreciation schedules. When properly maintained, asset registers and

related records provide the primary source of information on EDWA’s physical asset

holdings for the purposes of:

decision-making at the school level;

insurance requirements; and

accountability to Parliament and the community for the stewardship of public

resources.

While most schools have a suitable asset register system (a module of MAZE), many

of the schools inspected were not recording basic details such as serial numbers or

the asset location. The results of audit tests of asset registers is shown in Table 1.

Control Feature % of Schools Complying

Asset registers up to date 38%

Asset details complete 64%

Assets properly depreciated 68%

Full or partial stocktakes done 53%

Table 1: Compliance with key asset management requirements

Table 1 shows that a large proportion of the 53 schools visited were not properly controlling
their assets

Source: OAG

Brief school checks revealed the effects of poor asset control by identifying missing

assets including: media equipment; a karaoke machine; video recorders; and mobile

telephones.

The examination also found that these unsatisfactory practices had implications

for the reliability of EDWA’s school insurance valuations, with potential flow through

effects on insurance claims:

38 schools reported a zero asset valuation;

numerous round numbers, such as $500 000 or $250 000, that are presumably

estimates;

a $500 000 consumables valuation at one senior high school although the next

highest consumables value was only $80 000;

Insurance
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a small high school with a far higher library valuation than a much larger high

school; and

one senior high school with an asset to resources value ratio of 9:1, and another

with a corresponding ratio of 1:9.

Compliance with EDWA policy on asset controls appears to be a low priority for

some schools. It may also be due to a lack of understanding of the importance of

good asset management, or uncertainty about some technical aspects such as the

use of depreciation schedules and recording the depreciation of leased items if

purchased.

The examination found that a small number of the schools visited (12 per cent)

were handling their assets well, meeting most of EDWA’s requirements. A few

enterprising schools recorded their assets on library automation systems as these

have facilities for bar-coding items, thus simplifying stocktakes.

It should be noted that EDWA’s own Audit and Review Branch has identified the

management of assets in schools and the associated training of staff as an ongoing

issue for the past three years. Given the materiality of school asset holdings it is of

concern that little progress has been made in improving this situation.

Asset Replacement Reserves

Asset replacement reserves ensure that funds are set aside to meet the future cost

of replacing assets. As schools are not permitted to hold general financial reserves,

they must establish specific reserves for the future acquisition of assets, including

the replacement of items nearing the end of their useful lives. While there is an

increasing trend towards the leasing of assets in some schools, not all types of

assets can be leased and not all Principals see leasing as a desirable practice. Thus

there will always be a need for schools to purchase at least some of their assets,

and funds should therefore be set aside for this purpose.

EDWA’s Procedures and Guidelines Manual states that ‘management must prioritise

its immediate funding (resourcing) requirements before committing funds to

reserves.’ Of the 53 schools visited, few had plans that prioritised major asset

requirements and reconciled these to balances in their asset replacement reserves.
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Only about 47 per cent of schools had a reasonable basis for allocating funds to the

reserve. Instead, most schools just added to their reserve accounts with any funds

remaining at the end of a year.

In response to survey questions, 66 per cent of Principals disagreed that ‘This school

has built up adequate cash reserves to replace its assets’. Many of the schools visited

stated that their level of general funding was insufficient to enable enough funds

to be set aside to meet the cost of replacing major assets. One implication of this is

that many schools may need additional funds to replace major items as they wear

out, with consequent effects on school and educational operations. Alternatively,

schools may be forced to make greater use of leasing which is generally more

expensive than purchasing, according to EDWA’s own policy manual.

Recommendations

EDWA should act to ensure sound financial management practices in schools,

particularly in the areas of purchasing, asset management and asset

replacement.

Government and EDWA should address school concerns about, and non

compliance with, school fee policy.
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Conclusions

School audits are providing reasonable coverage and assurance, however,

identified audit concerns are often not resolved.

There is insufficient systemic evaluation and reporting of the financial

management practices of schools. This limits EDWA’s ability to identify and

resolve system wide issues.

Findings

The fundamental role of public sector managers, both individually and collectively,

is to manage performance to achieve planned outcomes. Ministers, Parliament and

the general public have an interest in knowing, indeed a right to know, whether or

not the public sector they fund is doing a good job.

Agencies are required to periodically evaluate their programs as a normal part of

the management cycle. Agencies demonstrate their efficiency and effectiveness by

reporting on their management of finances, and on the performance of programs.

Evaluation is a tool for managers to systematically examine how well programs are

being delivered, and how well government objectives and community needs are

being met.

School Development Plans

School Development Plans are the key mechanism for schools to demonstrate their

accountability to Government. EDWA guidelines state: ‘All schools are required to

demonstrate effectiveness through their school development plans’.

Good financial planning and management is an integral part of a School

Development Plan. Without good management schools face difficulties in achieving

desired educational outcomes within the constraint of available resources.

The key features of a School Development Plan are:

a statement of the purpose of the school;

identification of educational and other priorities to be addressed, and the

associated strategies and resource requirements;
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an overall school budget (which needs to be endorsed by the School Decision-

Making Group and the District Superintendent);

proposed indicators of the school’s performance;

details of how the school will monitor its performance through the school’s

management information system; and

the right of parents to participate in planning through School Decision-making

Groups.

The examination found that the majority of schools visited had produced a School

Development Plan, and 84 per cent of the Principals surveyed agreed that ‘The

School Development Plan is a useful document’.

School Development Plans varied greatly in size across schools. For example, one

primary school with fewer than 20 pupils produced a longer and more detailed

plan than a senior high school with 1 300 students. There was also a wide variation

in the content of School Development Plans, indicating the need for greater guidance

to schools. Of Principals surveyed, 35 per cent agreed that more advice is needed

on the form and content of School Development Plans.

Ninety per cent of schools visited had not reported whether they had achieved

their objectives from the previous year. This severely hampers the usefulness of

the Plans as an accountability tool. Similarly, EDWA does not report upon the

aggregated achievement of all school objectives.

In 1996 EDWA launched a new draft framework for accountability of school

performance. The framework is to be used by schools and District Superintendents

to assess school performance in seven key areas, including student learning, staff

management, and communicating with the school community. This framework

will have two major purposes: to assist schools to improve the educational outcomes

for their students; and to enable schools to demonstrate their achievements to

their communities and to EDWA’s Senior Executive.
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Financial Audits of Schools

School audits are undertaken on a two year cycle with about half the schools audited

in the first year and the other half in the second year. The audits are conducted by

private contractors at a total annual cost of about $140 000. Most of the audits are

undertaken by suitably qualified persons from the local community. Audit fees set

by EDWA range from $250 to $600 depending on the type of school.

Responsibility for managing the audit process rests with EDWA’s Audit and Review

Branch. The audits are conducted using standard audit working papers prepared by

the Branch. At the completion of each audit the contract auditors present their

findings to Principals and Registrars at an exit interview. Copies of audit working

papers are returned to the Audit and Review Branch who then prepare summaries

for each District Superintendent. Standard audit working papers are revised annually

by the Branch in response to any new financial demands or recognised problem

areas.

Survey results indicate most school Principals have a positive view of the audit

process. Seventy-eight per cent of Principals agreed that the audits contribute

effectively to financial control and management, and 84 per cent agreed that audit

coverage and feedback gives them assurance that the school’s financial operations

are functioning as they should.

The examination supported the views of Principals that the school audits provide

reasonable coverage and assurance. However, potential for some improvements to

audit practices were identified. These related to audit planning, conduct and

systemic reporting.

Audit Planning

Three types of standard audit working papers have been developed: primary schools;

secondary schools; and agricultural schools. The use of standard working papers in

most instances is appropriate given the number of schools involved. However, they

do not direct the auditor’s attention to specific local risks. For instance:

a school with an inexperienced Registrar or Principal;

a school that needs frequent or significant assistance from the Schools Financial

Advisory Service; and

a school which had significant issues raised in the previous audit e.g. concerns

about investments, debtors, asset management etc.
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A more considered risk based approach might result in directing audit effort away

from areas assessed as low risk and towards areas of high risk. EDWA agrees with

this approach but advised implementation could not be achieved with current

resources.

Working papers are the key element to the audit plan. Aside from not being tailored

to the risks associated with particular schools, the working papers could also be

improved by:

including an explicit requirement for the previous audit findings to be reviewed;

altering the way transactions are selected for audit. Currently only two

consecutive months of transactions need be audited (out of 24 months). The

examination found that often the months selected were those immediately

preceding the audit. By auditing over a small range and in such a predictable

manner EDWA is exposed to the risk of unreliable findings and undetected

fraud; and

the irregular timing of audits does not always allow audits to be done of school

annual financial returns. However, when the returns are available audits are

still not undertaken. This is a concern as these returns are used to prepare

EDWA’s consolidated supplementary financial statements.

Audit Conduct and Follow up

The examination found that audits had been conducted at all but five of the 53

schools visited. School perceptions of contract auditors varied from good to poor,

with concerns generally related to the auditor’s experience and knowledge of the

school’s financial system.

EDWA has a set fee for the conduct of audits ranging from $250 to $600 depending

on the type of school. These fees are intended to purchase a defensible audit of

schools with a turnover ranging from a few thousand dollars to those approaching

$1 million.

EDWA expects that the hours taken to complete the audits will be about 4 to 10

hours for primary schools, and 10 to 12 hours for secondary schools. The

examination found that hours taken varied from about two hours at a small primary

school to 20 hours at a large secondary school.

Audit Planning
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In considering whether the hours taken at some of the schools was sufficient to

conduct a quality audit, the examination found that the auditors frequently recorded

their conclusions by a tick in a ‘satisfactory box’ without supporting comments, or

working papers. However, this concern was tempered by a quality assurance program

of the contract auditors conducted by EDWA’s Audit and Review Branch.

Under EDWA policy, responsibility for resolving issues raised by an audit rests

with the Principal. Audit issues raised are also referred by the Audit and Review

Branch to District Superintendents for follow up. The examination found that

District Superintendents were generally not following up on these matters other

than to instruct Principals to fix the problems. Only 38 per cent of matters raised

were followed up by either Principals or Registrars. As a consequence, at the time

of examination, only 9 per cent of schools visited had resolved all matters

outstanding from their previous audit.

Systemic Reporting

A financial issue affecting one particular school may initially be viewed in isolation.

However, the problem may be relevant to many schools. Systemic analysis and

reporting provides the basis for system wide accountability and management.

Benefits include:

facilitating whole-of-program accountability to Parliament;

identifying systemic trends or issues which can be corrected as required; and

obtaining operational performance data to guide forward planning in relation

to the provision of training, the need for support services, allocation of staff,

and the ongoing refinement of EDWA’s approach to the devolution of financial

management to schools.

The importance of systemic analysis has been recognised by EDWA’s Audit and

Review Branch since 1994 when it planned the development of a school audit

findings data base. Initially the data base was used to capture simple information

and prepare basic reports for members of EDWA’s Audit Committee. The use of the

data base has evolved over time, and a more sophisticated use of the system is

possible provided sufficient resources are made available for this function.
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For example, this examination identified several systemic level financial

management concerns including:

potential implications arising from schools not planning or setting aside

resources for asset replacement; and

a lack of follow-up of audit findings by District Superintendents.

EDWA’s Audit and Review Branch has advised that further development of the data

base will continue at a pace consistent with available resources and assessed

priorities.

Recommendations

EDWA should improve accountability for public funds and school

performance by:

ensuring schools comply with the requirement to report performance

indicators in their school development plans;

improving school audit practices through:

using a more risk based approach to planning of school audits;

better coverage of transactions and documentation of evidence;

ensuring District Superintendents and schools resolve identified

audit issues; and

making greater use of systemic analysis.
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Management in Government SchoolsManagement in Government Schools

Subject Primary Secondary

Schools Schools

1. Human Resources unsatisfactory satisfactory

Office staff generally have minimal financial qualifications or training and in many schools

often do not appear confident in dealing with the accounting systems.

2. School Decision Making Group and Finance Committee satisfactory good

School Decision Making Groups and Finance Committees have been properly established

and managed. However, at many primary schools SDMGs did not meet during 1995 and

1996 because of industrial action.

3. School Enrolment Lists satisfactory satisfactory

Controls preventing unauthorised access to lists were reasonable though their accuracy

is uncertain because no independent verification is undertaken.

4. School Development Plans unsatisfactory unsatisfactory

Nearly all schools have prepared plans which identify priority areas for attention and

funding. However, most schools are not fulfilling the requirement to report indicators of

school performance against targets.

5. Budgeting and Reporting good good

Schools are preparing budgets covering major items of revenue and expenditure and these

are being monitored by Principals and Registrars.

6. Fees and Charges unsatisfactory unsatisfactory

School records of school fees to be collected and amounts remaining unpaid are poor.

Secondary schools make considerable effort to collect fees compared to primary schools,

but the amounts involved at primary schools are relatively small.

7. Purchasing unsatisfactory unsatisfactory

Evidence of written quotations being sought was often unavailable, particularly at secondary

schools, and often schools were not recording recent purchases in asset registers.

8. Asset Management unsatisfactory unsatisfactory

Whilst schools have asset registers they generally don’t record all details, are not kept up

to date, and stocktakes are usually either not done or only partially done. Most schools

have established Asset Replacement Reserves but allocation to the reserves is not based

on the value of the assets to be replaced or the future asset requirements.

9. Internal Audit unsatisfactory unsatisfactory

Both primary and secondary schools have been audited regularly but District

Superintendents, Principals and Registrars are not ensuring that the matters raised by

auditors are subsequently resolved.

RATING SYSTEM

good – most schools are managing well

satisfactory – practices are reasonable but could be improved
unsatisfactory – practices are poor and need attention
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Studies have found the implementation of devolution to be a complex and difficult

undertaking, particularly in the early stages of reform when staff workloads and

anxiety levels may be running high.2 The international literature identifies a number

of requirements for the successful devolution of financial management to schools.

These include:

The presence of clear and explicit objectives, i.e. What is devolution intended

to accomplish? Increased efficiency? Community participation? The stimulation

of competition and market forces? The diversification of schooling?. If objectives

are not clear, different parts of the educational system may be working at

cross purposes to each other;

The scope of devolution also needs to be clear, i.e. the boundaries as to what

has and what has not been devolved needs to be made clear to all participants,

as well as the limits to a school’s decision-making authority;

Schools need to have good data bases and information systems in place if they

are to adequately manage their finances. Problems with poor information has

plagued most devolution schemes;

Any formula for allocating grant funding to schools needs to ensure that special

needs are catered for, and that funding levels are equitable to all pupils. Many

such formulas have suffered from inadequate modelling with negative effects

on equity;

Schools need the freedom to construct their own budgets in accordance with

local priorities. Any restrictions imposed by central administration need to be

kept to a minimum;

Schools should be encouraged to link their management of finances to local

priorities and development plans. Devolution should be seen not as an

administrative shift, but rather as a mechanism for enabling schools to achieve

their objectives;

The roles and responsibilities of staff within schools need to be thoroughly re-

examined to ensure that authority and resources align with new responsibilities

and workloads;

2 Caldwell, 1993, op. cit.
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Adequate arrangements need to be made in schools for clerical support and

information technology. In many schemes the additional workload in schools

has been underestimated and too little additional clerical support provided, or

too little use has been made of IT to make better use of existing clerical time;

The role of central administration needs to be rethought, given that many of

its former responsibilities have been devolved to schools. Too often central

administrative departments cling to their former functions and outlook. They

often feel threatened, and do not see that although they have shed some

functions, they need to strengthen others;

The successful implementation of financial devolution requires the provision

of adequate training. In most schemes training needs have been identified,

but not met. The main problem is the sheer number of staff involved, the

different target groups, and the potential cost. In addition, there is often a lack

of good training material and skilled trainers;

The implementation of devolution needs to be given sufficient care and time.

Many schemes have been too rushed with faulty arrangements left in place.

There is a need for considerable planning and consultation, to pilot the

implementation of devolution in selected schools to ‘iron out the bugs’, and

to gradually phase in devolution across all schools; and

Adequate arrangements need to be made for monitoring and evaluating the

implementation and impact of devolution so that problems can be identified

as soon as possible and corrective action taken as required. The adequate

monitoring of schools in the early years is often difficult because central staff

find it hard to oversee so many schools. The evaluation of schools’ financial

management is straightforward where good IT systems exist.3

3 This material has been adapted from: Knight, B. 1992, Requirements for Successful Financial

Devolution, Paper Presented at the 7th Regional Conference of the Commonwealth Council for

Educational Administration in Hong Kong.
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Appendix 3 – Appendix 3 – Why has the UtilitiesWhy has the Utilities

Management Program been so Successful?Management Program been so Successful?

The program had clear, specific, and measurable objectives;

The philosophy of the initiative was consistent with the values of school staff

and students, and this enhanced their commitment to the program. In addition,

UMP involved the entire school community (parents, teachers, staff and

students);

The strategies of the initiative were well matched to the program’s objectives;

There were significant incentives for schools to participate in UMP and make

the program succeed. Participating schools saw UMP as providing a wide range

of benefits (e.g. financial, environmental, and educational). In addition, schools

could achieve meaningful savings in energy consumption with minimal cost

and effort on their part (e.g. installing timers so that equipment was not running

outside of school hours);

UMP was initially introduced as a small pilot project in North West schools

during which time the initiative’s strategies were further developed and refined;

The implementation of UMP was well planned with clear lines of responsibility.

UMP was initially targeted at high energy users in areas where the initiative had

a strong probability of success. Implementation was then staged over time, with

early successes building up a ground swell of support amongst school staff;

The implementation of UMP placed minimal demands on existing school

resources, and the initiative can be included in the curriculum of primary

schools;

Schools participating in the initiative received a considerable amount of support

and advice, e.g. UMP staff in EDWA’s central office liaised closely with

participating schools, a full-time Energy Officer was appointed to provide advice

to schools, an information kit/manual was sent to participating schools along

with information sheets; and

Individual schools and EDWA’s central office gathered outcome data to closely

monitor the success of the initiative, and corrective action was taken as

required.4

4 These factors are consistent with the international literature on designing and implementing

effective programs. For example, see: Kettner, P. et al. 1990, Designing and Managing Programs,

Sage, Newbury Park; and Brinkerhoff, D. 1991, Improving Development Program Performance,

Lynne Rienner Publishers, London.
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Performance Examination ReportsPerformance Examination Reports

1994

Utilisation of School Facilities in the Metropolitan Area March 24, 1994

Grants to Non-Government Organisations
Pastoral Leases
Records Management
Purchasing May 11, 1994

Public Hospital Waiting Lists Information: Waiting Times – The Real Issue October 19, 1994

Financial Assistance to Industry
Public Rental Housing
University Consultancy Services November 3, 1994

1995

Legal Aid Commission April 5, 1995

Police Department Operations Centre May 4, 1995

Management and Control of Minicomputer–based Systems in
  Western Australian Government Agencies May 23, 1995

Management of the Public Bank Account Investments August 23, 1995

Value for Money in TAFE August 30, 1995

Public Sector Travel
Corporate Card
Cabcharge Facilities September 19, 1995

Hospital Emergency Departments November 1, 1995

Contracting for Services November 22, 1995

Public Dental Services December 6, 1995

1996

Improving Road Safety May 1, 1996

The Internet and Public Sector Agencies June 19, 1996

Under Wraps! – Performance Indicators of Western Australian Hospitals August 28, 1996

Guarding the Gate – Physical Access Security Management within the
  Western Australian Public Sector September 24, 1996

For the Public Record – Managing the Public Sector’s Records October 16, 1996

On request these reports may be made available in an alternate format for those with visual impairment.
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